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ACCOUNTANCY

Law


ACCOUNTANTS


ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES


ACCOUNTING


Problems


AEROPLANES

Cost accounting


AMORTIZATION


395
AUDITING AND AUDITORS


BANKS AND BANKING, TRUST COMPANIES

Auditing


Cost accounting


BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INDEXES, CATALOGUES, ETC.


BOOKKEEPING


BRICKMAKING

Cost accounting


BUSINESS


COST AND FACTORY ACCOUNTING


Overhead


COSTS


CREDIT


DEFALCATION


396
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSEOL ESCENCE


Reed, W. B. Should 1917 Depreciation Be Permitted Mine Lessees? COAL REVIEW, March 12, 1924, p. 11, 32.


Hotels


Public Utilities


ELECTRIC AND STREET RAILROADS

Accounting

Reed, E. H. Need for Greater Uniformity; Accountants Should Give Greater Consideration to a More Uniform System in the Classification of Sub-accounts Covering Electric Railway Operating Expenses. ABRA, December, 1923, p. 801-4.

EXAMINATIONS

C. P. A. Virginia


GAS

Valuation


GRAPHIC METHODS


HOTELS

Accounting


INVENTORIES

LeClear, Walter M. Exact Inventory a Prime Necessity. MANUFACTURERS' NEWS, March 8, 15, 1924, p. 7-8, 10; 7-8.

Stock Valuation. INDIAN ACCOUNTANT, February, 1924, p. 35.

Stronck, H. N. Relationship of Purchasing to Inventories. FACTORY, April, 1924, p. 501-3.

KNIT GOODS

Cost accounting

LIBRARIES
Opportunity for Library Research. Pace Student, April, 1924, p. 72.

LIFE TENANT AND REMAINDERMAN

LIQUIDATIONS AND RECEIVERSHIPS
Accounting

LIVESTOCK SHIPPING ASSOCIATIONS
Accounting

MACHINE SHOPS
Accounting

MOTOR BUSES
Accounting

MUNICIPAL
Accounting

Auditing

PARTNERSHIPS
Accounting

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, ETC.

POTTERY
Cost accounting

PRINTING
Cost accounting

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
PROFITS

PROSPECTUSES

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Cost accounting

Valuation


RAILROADS
Accounting
Extensive Duties of Accounting Department. Railway Age, April 5, 1924, p. 900.

Reports

REFRIGERATORS
Cost accounting

RESTAURANTS, CAFES, ETC.
Costs

ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
Cost accounting

SELLING

SHIPS AND SHIPPING
Accounting

SOCIETIES, CLUBS, ETC.
Accounting
Byrne, James A. "Accounting System Suitable Use of a Club." Pace Student, April, 1924, p. 66-70.

STANDARDIZATION

Current Literature


STATEMENTS

Financial

STOCK

Capital

STORES SYSTEMS AND STOCK RECORDS


TAXATION, SCOTLAND


TAXATION, UNITED STATES

Income and excess profits


TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

Cost accounting

TIRES

Cost accounting

WAREHOUSES

Cost accounting


WOOL AND WORSTED

Cost accounting

Depreciation Rates Given.